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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS 
 
 
“Biodiversity and Conservation (BioDiCon)” is an international, peer-reviewed scientific journal published in online and 

printed form, in accordance with the principles of independency and impartiality. This journal is a peer reviewed journal on the topics 
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added to the journal list of the Medical Reads (RRS) program together with the “Biology and Medical Journals”. The journal’s 
publication language are English and Turkish. 

The manuscripts submitted to Biological Diversity and Conservation will go through a double-blind peer-review process. 
Each submission will be reviewed by at least two external, independent peer reviewers who are experts in their fields in order to ensure 
an unbiased evaluation process. The editorial board will invite an external and independent editor to manage the evaluation processes 
of manuscripts submitted by editors or by the editorial board members of the journal.  

An approval of research protocols by the Ethics Committee in accordance with international agreements is required for 
experimental, clinical, and drug studies and for some case reports. If required, ethics committee reports or an equivalent official 
document will be requested from the authors. 

A declaration text including the written consent should be added in the manuscripts concerning experimental research on 
humans related to that the patients and the volunteers were informed about the procedures of the performed and to be performed studies 
on them. In addition, information about patients’ approval, the name of the ethics committee, and the ethics committee approval number 
should be addressed in the Materials and Methods section of the manuscript. In the studies carried out on animals, the precautions taken 
to prevent pain and suffering of the animals should be clearly indicated. 

 
Authorship Contribution Form 
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As a part of article submission the responsible author should send a short statement text affirming that s/he takes all the responsibilty 
of the article during the submission and review stages of the manuscript. 
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Authors are required to submit the following 

a) Copyright Transfer Form, 
b) Author Contributions Form,  
c) ICMJE Potential Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form (should be filled in by all contributing authors) during the initial 

submission. These forms are available for download at  
d) Similarity Form (iThenticate: According to the Plagiarism Detection Software programme the similarity index of the article 

should not exceed 20% after all references and less than 1% matches have been removed.) 
 
Preparation of the Manuscript (General rules for all manuscript types) 

Title page: The first page of the article should include the title of manuscript, authors’ names and institutions, an abstract, 
and keywords. Title, abstract, and keywords must be provided both in English and Turkish. The corresponding author should be 
indicated by a footnote and besides his/her full open mail address, and an e-mail address should also be provided. 
A separate title page should be submitted for all submissions and this page should include: 

 Full title of manuscript as well as a short title of up to 50 characters (title) 
 Name(s) , address and highest academic degree of the author (s), 
 Providing information about supporting institutions (if any), 
 Name, address, telephone, fax numbers and e-mail address of the corresponding author, 
 Acknowledgment of the individuals who contributed to the preparation of the manuscript. 

 
Abstract: The abstract of Original Articles should be structured with subheadings (Objective, Methods, Results, and Conclusion). 
Abstract should be written both in English and in Turkish up to 300 words. First the English name of the article, then the English 
abstract should be written. After that the Turkish name of the article and a summary in Turkish should be written If the article is written 
in English and sent from outside Turkey, Turkish abstract it is not necessary. Please check Table 1 below for word count specifications. 
 
Keywords: Key words should not exceed 3-5 words. Keywords should start with lowercase letters except for italic words and special 
names. 
 
MANUSCRIPT TYPES 
Original Research 
The first page of the article should include the title of manuscript, authors’ names and institutions, an abstract, and keywords. Title, 
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consecutively. Section headings must be written minisculely flush left and bold with their numbers (as, 1. Introduction, 2. Material and 
method, 3. Results, 4. Conclusions and discussion). Subsections must be numbered as “1.1”, “1.2”, etc., using the section number and 
must be written minisclulely flush left. All acronyms and abbreviations used in the manuscript should be defined at first use, both in 
the abstract and in the main text. In the final section there must be Acknowledgements (if any) , References and Appendices (if 
any).Please check Table 1 for the limitations. It should include Introduction, other subheadings and Conclusion sections and should be 
limited to 5000 words except for the references. 
References: The reference list should be placed just below the main text and the number of references should not exceed 50. 
Tables, Figures and Images: The appearance of Tables, Figures and Images should be provided in the text. The visuals should be 
original or the written permission obtained from the copyright holder should be sent to the Editor-in-Chief’s Office. 
 
Review 
Reviews prepared by the authors who have a broad knowledge in a specific area and represented in the international literatüre by a 
high number of publications and citations, are evaluated.  
Title: Must be provided both in English and Turkish. 
Abstract: Abstract shouldn’t include subheadings and should be limited to 350 words. 
Key words: This section should include at least three and at most six items and should be provided just below the abstract. 
Main Text: It should include Introduction, other subheadings and Conclusion sections and should be limited to 5000 words excluding 
the references. 
References: The reference list should be placed below the main text and the number of references should not exceed 55. 
Tables, Figures and Images: Tables, Figures and Images: The appearance of Tables, Figures and Images sholud be provided in the 
text. The visuals should be original or the written permission obtained from the copyright holder should be sent to the Editor-in-Chief’s 
Office. Please check Table 1 for the limitations. 
 
Research note, Case Reports, Case Series and Literature Review 
The text should include Introduction, Case reports, Discussion and Conclusion subheadings. Please check Table 1 for the limitations 
for Research Note. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Discusses important parts, unobserved aspects or missing parts of a previously published article. Letters to the Editor should not include 
Abstract, Keywords and Tables, Figures, Images, and other media. The text should be unstructured. The commented article must be 
properly identified in the letter to the editor (Table 1). 
 

Table 1. Limitations for each manuscript type 
Type of manuscript Word limit Abstract word 

limit 
Reference 
limit 

Table limit Figure limit 

Original Research 5000 350  35 7 maximum 20 
images 

Review Article 5000 350 55 7 maximum 20 
images 

Research note, 
Case Report 

1000 250 15 No tables maximum 15 
images 

Case Series 1500 250 20 maximum 15 
images 

maximum 15 
images 

Literature of 
Review 

3500 250 35 maximum 15 
images 

maximum 15 
images 

Letter to the Editor 500 No abstract 7 No tables No figure 
 
Tables 
Tables should be included in the main document, and they should be numbered consecutively in the order they are referred to within 
the main text. Their appearance in the text should be provided. A descriptive title must be placed above the tables.  Abbreviations used 
in the tables should be defined below the tables by footnotes. Tables should be created using the “insert table” command of the word 
processing software. 
 
Figures, Graphics and Photographs 
Figures, graphics, and photographs should be submitted as separate files (JPEG format) through the submission system. The files 
should not be embedded in a Word document or in the main document. Any information within the images that may indicate an 
individual or institution should be blacked out. The minimum resolution of each submitted figure should be 300 DPI. All submitted 
figures should be clear in resolution and large in size. Figures , tables and illustrations should be inserted to the appropriate positions 
where they are mentioned in the text. All drawings, graphics, photographs, etc. should be regarded as figures. Figures should be 
numbered consecutively (as Figure 1.). 
 
References 
While citing publications, the latest and the most current publications should be preferred. At least half (50%) of the references should 
be published within the last 10 years. Unpublished results and personal communications are not recommended in the reference list, but 
may be mentioned in the text. Journal titles should be abbreviated in accordance with the journal abbreviations in Index Medicus/ 
MEDLINE/PubMed. When there are 6 or fewer authors, all authors should be listed. If there are 7 or more authors, the first 6 authors 
should be written, the space should be “...” left behind and the last author should be written. In the main text of the manuscript, 
references should be cited by using numbers in parentheses [as 3]. Authors are responsible for the accuracy of references. The reference 
styles for different types of publications are presented in the following examples. Reference must be made according to APA 6th. 
Please refer to the details;  
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Dergi aboneliğiniz ile ilgili ücreti  
“AKBANK, Ersin Yücel, IBAN: TR24 0004 6011 0088 8000 0256 06” numaralı hesaba 
yatırdıktan sonra bu formu “biodicon@gmail.com” adresine ulaştırınız. Dergi adresinize posta ile 
adresinize gönderilecektir. 

The payment of the article offering, please transfer total amount to the following bank account: 
“AKBANK, Ersin Yücel, IBAN: TR24 0004 6011 0088 8000 0256 06”. After that, this form is 
going to be sent the following address “biodicon@gmail.com”. The journal with cash on delivery 
will be sent your address.  
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